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Under the Big Black Sun: A Personal History of L.A. Punk (Hardcover)
But I kind of wanted to learn more about John Doe and the band X specifically. But of course the print book offers a better way to pore over the
lyrics, and also has great photos. Good mix of collaborators. X is one of the greatest American bands of all time, and this audiobook perfectly
captures the LA scene they were born from. The young have the time and energy and drive, before worrying about bills and families set in, and
other motivations drive decisions. Besides, there's real delight in reading Under the Big Black Sun: A Personal History of L.A. Punk the wild and
often unstable alliances forged between bands desperate to make it in unforgiving L. With his waist-length dreadlocks and snarling vocals, Morris
is known the world over … More. Enlarge cover. Nostalgic in all the right ways. I get her point, but scenes involve. I think I would have preferred
if they'd stuck to being editors and made it a proper anthology and added more voices to the conversation. Listeners also enjoyed This content is
imported from Third party. For the first time in one place the true story of a scene often overlooked is told in all of its gritty and grimy detail by
none other those who experienced it and by those who helped create it. I enjoyed the diversity of Under the Big Black Sun: A Personal History of
L.A. Punk from the scene, hearing stories read by those who wrote them, about their experiences. Die hard fans will love this book, but anyone
curious about music evolution in America will be transported by the simmering and shimmering energy of this singular moment in music history. A
music scene as it moves from its fun, bohemian, indulgent party days to its serious, angry, thrasher indulgent party days. Many Voices -Each
Wanting Freedom from Conformity I loved this audio book for its performances, writing, and raw honesty. Essays are all well and good and they
work in this instance because it gives the progression of L. By: Mark Lanegan. Feb 25, Aimee rated it it was amazing. All the chapters are read by
the people who were there and experienced it all. Flesh EatersUnder the Big Black Sun: A Personal History of L.A. Punk Grisham T. I loved this
audio book for its performances, writing, and raw honesty. From the National Book Award-winning author of Just Kids and M Traina profound,
beautifully realized memoir in which dreams and reality are vividly woven into a tapestry of one transformative year. By: Bad Religionand others.
Doe writes a wonderfully comprehensive chapter about the punk ethos that was at the core of the scene while Mike Watt of the Minutemen writes
a fascinating stream-of-consciousness piece about the beginning, short life, and quick end of his infamous band. By: Wayne Kramer. For the first
time in one place Under the Big Black Sun: A Personal History of L.A. Punk true story of a scene often overlooked is told in all of its gritty and
grimy detail by none other those who experienced it and by those who helped create it. But there was another reason he signed on to collaborate
with Doe on the book beyond the chance to thrill his inner fan. NOFX: The Hepatitis Bathtub and Other Stories is the first tell-all autobiography
from one of the world's most influential and controversial punk bands. Totally rad. Everybody wanted to be a part of this crazy, bohemian
experience. Heather John Doe writes and narrates the majority of the chapters, and they do a nice job of covering history from early LA punk -
from glam to hardcore. The life I was too young to have Luckily, some of these bands were still playing when I was old enough to go see them.
Reading this or, listening, as the case may be reminded me how little time I've spent giving bands like Los Lobos their due consideration, though it's
clear they were a part of this community, too. Excellent history, in a quirky random manner that perfectly suits the subject. You may be able to find
the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site. A vivid portrait of a blazing moment in time. Be
the first to ask a question about Under the Big Black Sun. Short and sporting waist-length dreadlocks, Morris is known the world over for his
take-no-prisoners approach on the stage and his integrity off of it. Free with a day trial. The book shares chapter-length tales from the authors
along with personal essays from famous and infamous players in the scene. Awesome X is one of the greatest American bands of all time, and this
audiobook perfectly captures the LA scene they were born from. By: Rich Herschlagand others. Jul 27, Melissa rated it it was amazing. Reviews -
Please select the tabs below to change the source of reviews. This comprehensive biography addre… More. Error rating book. The author of the
national bestseller Love is Under the Big Black Sun: A Personal History of L.A. Punk Mix Tape returns, with a different-but equally personal and
equally universal- spin on music as memory. They were the coolest fucking people.
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